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Introduction
This poetry booklet is to be used in conjunction
with the ‘Held Hand Roots’ DVD.
The Poetry was written by members of the Skye and
Lochalsh Young Carers Service. The individual
stories are fictitious, but are based on the
thoughts and experiences of the group.
The aim of the Skye and Lochalsh Young Carers
Service is to raise awareness and increase
support for young carers both locally and
nationally, through the production of these
training resource materials.
Parental and young
carer consent has been obtained for the showing
and distribution of the film and all that is
asked in return is that the content is respected
and used appropriately to promote the young
carers’ aim.
The film does not fit fully into one particular
training
topic
or
category;
its
complexity
represents the young carers’ lives, experiences
and emotions, giving insight into a wide range of
issues.
Please help us provide feedback to our funders
and to those involved in this work by letting us
know what you think of the materials, what use
you have made of them and what impact you think
they have had.
Thank you for your support.

Poetry By:
Daniel
Karli
Kerstina
Lee
Lucy
Meghan
Shannon
Steven

Half tree
The torso of a human
As tall as the sun
Silent and thinking
Used as paper for us to write on
It seems a forest of bone
Small and thin
No leaves
Bare
But move closer
These trees look as though
They are hugging each other
And show me there is a glimmer of hope
In this damned world
They are still upright
Because beneath the soil
They stand with the strength
Of held hand roots
I took a walk through these woods today
And saw a path
And thought to myself
I wonder where that path will take me
It went around a blind bend
I walked
And it was beautiful
I have never found anywhere
That could be a home for me
But maybe
One of these gritty paths
Will lead home.

My eyes are old glaring windows.
My mouth is a closed red door.
My tongue is a welcome mat, an endless hallway.
My skin is peeling wallpaper beneath which
previous lives fade.
My voice is the groan of floorboards that creak
like an old woman’s bones in the wind.
My heart is a bottomless coal fire that feeds an
empty living room.
My mind is a light bulb in which a small child
dances
Is a blown fuse.
My stomach is a dusty twisted labyrinth-like
basement in which unwanted things are stored.
My fingers are the fences that keep the house in
And you, out.

I am the sea.
Beneath me.
Washing up shells.
I am a glass door.
Every time she walks through me
she sees her own reflection.
Behind that door is a black
room.
All she sees is dark green
eyes.
Then hears “Get out of here.
It’s coming”.
The house warns her.
But she does not listen and is
left standing in a glass box.
A display case.
She sees her reflection everywhere she looks and I…
I don’t know which one I am.

Drowning in my reflection.
Lights start fading…
…in the flickering sea breeze.
Suddenly silence.
And then.
Darkness.

I am a dog.
A dumb but awesome dog.
I am a very hyper dog that
never runs out of energy.

We are all books
Unique
With a story inside
You choose to read our stories

I could say I’m useless when it
comes to needing to help my
family.

Our covers are black and blue
We have been tossed about
Inside is crimson ink
We wrote these stories with our blood
Covered in our skin.

But I can keep them entertained
by doing stupid stuff.

Some of us don't have a long story
Others are a trilogy
A continuous story

The one thing I have trouble
with is running through an open
door with my favourite stick in
my mouth.

You won’t find us in the public library
You will walk over us
We’re on the streets
Hidden in the shadows

It never works.
I try but it keeps breaking and
the door keeps blocking me.
When I don’t have my stick in
my mouth I can get in straight
away and easily.

We come out at night
So you will not see us
Easier to hide
Not even streetlights will reveal us.
You are reading
Ripping out the
Do you like the
Do you not like

our story
pages
truth?
seeing what you did?

We are telling this
Because of you
You did this.
You wrote a story
With a black and blue cover
Crimson inside
Are you proud of your stories?
Add us to your library
Add us to your grave yard.

This recipe depends on who you care for.
I am the television.

First grab that spare heart you have in the
fridge.

I sit in the corner out of the way.

Then take three kilos of abuse.

And provide you entertainment.

One level spoonful of self-loathing.

I try to distract but you continue
to fight over and around me.

A gram of disorders.

I hold lots of stories.
My volume rises and falls as I am
controlled by my brothers.
My slim and fragile frame, which
adds strength to my being.
You see my darkness, staying still
in my corner,
because I am so scared.

A cup of illnesses.
An extra pinch of self-loathing.
Some family, to taste.
A handful of harming yourself.
Combine the fact that you care for a
disabled and autistic family.
Put it all in the heart.

But my table of friends support me.

Mix thoroughly until smooth.

Holding me up.

Place in the oven at arctic temperature.

Keeping me stable.

Leave there for the rest of your life.

My remote keeps you at a distance
so I feel safe with you around.

Wear gloves when handling.
There is risk of burning.
Your eyes may scald.

I am the cupboard in which secrets are
kept.
Cluttered.

I am the kitchen.
I am the place where new things
are made and old things die.
The kitchen is the heart of the
home.

Barely used.

Stuffed with all the things you don’t
want to look at.
A Christmas tree, a broken toy.
Memories shoved to the back of the
shelf.

If you listen.

2004. Setting up the small plastic tree,
using the step ladder to put the angel
in her place.

Then maybe sometimes.

The iron, to fix on a fake smile.

You can hear the steady
pounding.

Closed up boxes, closing up memories,
sealing them inside.

I am the kitchen.
I am the blood coursing through
your heart.

In the bedroom under the blanket there
I am all alone.
No-one ever comes.
It’s like I’m fading away to a magical
land.
In the bedroom under the bed.
Scared to death by shouting down town.
Under the bed I hear a rustling,
then I realise it’s only a toy.
Outside the door I hear the banging.
The banging of footsteps coming closer
and closer.
The door swings open.
I don’t know what to do.
I want to cry but the tears just won’t
come through.

I am the light switch on the
wall.
First lighting the world.
Then blackening the house.
As the world takes time, it
takes shadows.
I am the light switch.
My smile is electric.
What happens if there is a
power cut?
My smile flickers.
Bending the light to a dim.
And then nothing.

